
Monitoring of Pressure Risk
BodiTrak Lite
BodiTrak Lite comes from the producers of the FSA and BodiTrak 
pressure mapping systems, and provides bed and seat monitoring 
resources viewable on Android devices.
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A stretch pressure mapping sensor integrated into 
a commonly used, hospital-grade support surface 
fabric cover. The sensor is sandwiched between 
two layers of this stretchable, waterproof cover 
material. The caregiver can see in real-time how 
effective they have been at repositioning and  
off loading at-risk areas on the patient’s skin.

In 1976, Reswick and Rogers published a paper plotting the 
‘acceptable’ pressures over time that tissues of the body can 
sustain before damage starts to occur.  This curve is incorporated 
into the algorithms in the BodiTrak Lite software to alert carers 
where the pressures arising from any one position in the bed have 
been experienced for beyond a safe period.

The black dot is the person’s 
centre of pressure.

Standard pressure distribution 
screen: Colour Scale is 
distributed over 5-75 mmHg.

Countdown timer to next 
patient repositioning.

These views monitor the pressure distribution 
under the person’s body in their lying position, 
with this view available on the screen of your 
Android device.

Pressure Monitoring

Bed Coverlet System
The BodiTrak Monitor

BTM

The ‘Reswick-Rogers curve’

Assessing the 
Effects of Time
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• Selecting Bed Exit alarm enables a feature that predicts 
if a person is trying to get out of bed and sounds or sends 
an alarm. The alarm algorithm relies in part on centre of 
pressure location, direction, and speed of movement. 

• Edge alarm sensitivity adjusts the weighting of that factor 
in the exit alarm, i.e. how much loading must be present 
for the alarm to sound.

• Movement alarm sensitivity adjusts for the rate of 
movement needed for the alarm to sound.

• Movement in the centre of the bed is excluded from the 
alarm. Repositioning or raising the head of bed will not 
trigger the alarm.  

• Mutes alarms for a period of time
• Resets the repositioning timer with the period chosen in Settings
• Risk Time/pressure display of tissue loading based on Reswick-Rogers Curve
• 2D Pressure distribution display
• 3D representation of the pressure distribution
• Camera Icon - you can capture the pressure image at any time by 

clicking here
• Library - where the background periodic (1 a minute is default) image 

capture is stored
• Logout enables a change in login level
• Settings for all the functions
• Gradient display also available

BodiTrak Lite Bed Monitor Options

Bed Exit Alarm

Risk button displays the magnitude of tissue loading on the 
body.  Hotter colours indicate a higher pressure-time factor 
in mmHg-hour. The multiplier setting allows you to set the 

relative risk level for the patient

Note: the scale is 0-75 mmHg-h and not mmHg
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Personal Seat Monitor
Where a person is seated away from their 
bed, their skin is under greater risk since 
more of the person’s mass is distributed 
over a smaller area than when the same 

person is stretched out over a bed surface. 
The BodiTrak Lite Personal Seat Monitor 
has been developed to give indications 
and warnings of where the seated 

person’s tissues are at risk of damage.  
In addition to the screen views described 
below, there is a timer to alert when the 
next weight shift should be carried out.

Risk View – this view, on the right hand side of the 
screen shows the values of the pressures times time (i.e. 
mmHgxh), since it is the length of time that a pressure 
is maintained that makes that pressure increasingly 
dangerous – see the Reswick-Rogers curve. Once this 
measure reaches a danger level, the system will alarm. 

Gradient View – this view on the right hand side of the screen can 
be swopped for the Risk View.  The greater damage to skin tissues 
comes from ‘shear strain’, which is where the cells in the skin and 
the blood capillaries are distorted by the effects of gravity on the 
seated person’s backside distorting the tissues of the backside. The 
greater the rate of change in pressures (the greater the ‘gradient’), 
the greater the shear strain on the cells of the backside.  This view 
highlights where these risks are occurring. 

Pressure Map – areas of higher pressures (in mmHg) 
are shown on the left hand side of the screen – higher 
pressures are of particular concern around the sit bones 
(ischial tuberosities) of the pelvis since this is where deep-
seated pressure ulcers can develop. 

Simple statistics – under the pressure map view is a record of the dispersion 
index, showing how much of all the pressures exist in the selected zone, the peak 
pressure index (PPI) which indicates the proportion of the maximum pressures 
against the overall pressures, the sensing area, which shows how dispersed the 
pressures are across the whole surface, and the coefficient of variation (C of V) which 
is an indication of how evenly dispersed all the pressures are.  Apart from the sensing 
area, the lower the value of the other indices, the better for the individual’s skin.
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